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ABSTRACT
Employee performance measures how human resources in a company have played a role or not in the organization's progress. The potential of human resources who perform well determines the company's success. To achieve the best performance, managing human resources directed through various policies that can adjust the common interests between employees and the company is undoubtedly necessary. This research was motivated by the problem that there are still employees from one of the SOE companies whose performance decreased from the target work results in the previous year and was not even achieved for the last four years. Given the contribution of SOE companies to a country's economy, employee performance is an essential focus for management to evaluate factors that can help the success rate of performance each year. This study aims to test and analyze the effect of training and competence on the performance of achieving the target of the Asset Management Center Division of the SOE company with employee motivation as a mediating variable. This type of research is quantitative research with a causal research design. The sample in this study was the staff of the Asset Management Center Division of the SOE company, using a saturated sample used by 102 employees as a sample. Data analysis using SEM-PLS version 4.0. The results of this study stated that training does not directly encourage the achievement of employee performance. However, training and competence were found to promote the achievement of employee motivation and performance. The findings further revealed that motivation mediates the relationship between training and competence in employee performance. To that end, based on strategic results, the study will provide practical and academic advice at the end.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Developing a work unit in a company will certainly be connected to human resources. This shows that human resources are no longer considered as executors of company orders and policies but rather act as subjects or actors who help determine the continuity of a company or organization. The human resource function is directed to add high value to a company. According Potu [1], Performance in the organization is the answer to the success or failure of organizational goals that have been set. An
employee’s performance is individual because each employee has a different ability level in doing their duties. Employee performance can be improved by setting a good example of a leader, motivating employees and always paying attention to employees at work. For the company's goal of improving employee performance to be achieved, it must motivate employees to increase their loyalty to the company further. Motivation is the drive, desire, desire and driving force that comes from humans to do or to do something [2]. Employee motivation in a company can be considered simple but can also be a complex problem. Work motivation is important in achieving maximum company goals by motivating employees to complete work following predetermined standards. Therefore, the company must be able to motivate employees, namely following the wishes and needs of employees. The company's understanding of internal employee impulses that can spur employee performance needs to be developed to achieve maximum company goals and satisfy employees. Good company performance is supported by the potential of good employees who will produce good quality. For this reason, in achieving these goals, all existing resources in the company must be utilized as well as possible, considering the importance of human resources.

Table 1: Achievement of Unit Asset Management Center (AMC) Target

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Realization</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>Not Reached</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>Not Reached</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>Not Reached</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>Not Reached</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the information presented in Table 1, from 2018 to 2021, there was a decrease in achieving project completion targets compared to the previous year due to some AMC Human Resources continuing to complete unfinished projects to be completed in the following year. The target for completion of new projects scheduled for 2021 has decreased significantly compared to the previous year. From the background of the above problems, it can be seen that there is a failure to achieve targets carried out by AMC Unit employees. Based on primary data derived from interviews with the Senior General Manager and Senior Manager of Asset Operation and Monitoring in the AMC Unit, the AMC Unit target has not been achieved in the last 4 (four) years due to a gap between the educational background of AMC employees and their competencies in carrying out operational duties and responsibilities to oversee and ensure project completion following the time plan. The mismatch of project completion time with project planning time causes budget realization to be greater than the previously planned budget. Knowing and understanding the science of project management is a basic competency that can make AMC employees able to oversee a project well so that the project completion time target can be achieved according to the target and impact the efficiency of budget

absorption.

This competency gap causes employee motivation to decrease in overseeing projects due to employees' common knowledge and understanding of project management (Project Management), so the stress and discomfort in carrying out their duties and responsibilities are very high. Sharing knowledge based on the experience of Senior Leaders to their staff is very important as an effort to increase knowledge that will build competence as a provision for employees who become implementers in overseeing and managing projects according to plan. Assignment after assignment will produce experience for the employee concerned to be shared with other employees. Training on project management is one of the methods to build AMC human resource competencies through formal certification channels. Based on the problems that exist in the AMC Unit where there is a failure to achieve targets carried out by AMC Unit employees and the results of interviews with Senior Leaders in the AMC Unit show several factors that cause problems that occur in the AMC Unit that affect the performance of the AMC Unit. Some previous research suggests that to improve employee performance, Wexley and Yukl explain that training and development refers to matters related to planned efforts carried out to achieve mastery of the skills, knowledge and attitudes of employees or members of the organization. Development is more focused on improving decision-making skills and human relations. Furthermore, knowledge and understanding of AMC human resources on project management methodologies following standardization are the main factors to build competence and carry out the main functions of AMC units. Likewise, the ratio of the number of projects to the number of human resources of stakeholders managing the project also determines the achievement of the target of the AMC unit.

Training is part of employee development in a company. This is because its implementation will benefit individual employees in particular and the organization in general. So, later employees will be able to carry out the tasks given. Training can improve an employee's performance in handling current and existing jobs in the future according to the field of duty carried out in the organization. It is undeniable that every company every year must hold training to support employees to develop more. The number of company demands each employee in achieving their work targets will decrease employee productivity in completing their work [3]. To improve employee performance for the better, it is necessary to apply motivation by paying attention to the basic needs of employees as an encouragement that arises in employees to strive to achieve predetermined targets, work hard to achieve success and have the desire to do something better than before [4]. In addition, we found differences in the findings of Mistina's research results the success dimension in the motivation variable was significantly related to the performance improvement dimension in the performance variable. The need to gain power or position can be a motivation that greatly affects a company's performance [6].

Several other researchers also conduct empirical research on factors affecting employee performance. Based on these studies, researchers found differences in findings. Training factors were found to have a positive and significant effect on employee performance by Luhur [7] and Potu [1]. However, research conducted by Reza [8], Andayani and Hirawati [9] as well as Safitri [10] no effect on
employee performance. As well as the training factor, the motivation factor was also found to differ. Competency factors were found to have a positive and significant effect on employee performance by several researchers, including Muslimah [11], Krisnawati and Bagia [12] as well as Muslimat [13]. However, research conducted by Hidayat [14] and Nababan et al. [15] found that workload did not affect employee performance. Researchers also found differences in findings regarding the effect of work motivation on employee performance. Some researchers include Luhur [7], Potu [1], Sugiharto and Aldata [3], Yanti and Saluy [6], Parashakti and Setiawan [16], Perkasa et al. [17], Omolo and Oloko [18] and Tampi [19] finding a positive and significant influence on employee performance. While Razak's et al. [20] research found that work motivation did not affect employee performance.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Employee Work Performance
According [21] performance can be interpreted as the results of work and work behavior achieved in completing tasks and responsibilities in a certain period. According Kasmir [22] Performance is defined as the result of work in quality and quantity achieved by an employee in carrying out his duties following his responsibilities. Colquitt et al. [23] Performance is formally defined as the value of a set of employee behaviors that contribute positively or negatively to the achievement of organizational goals. According Ivancevich and Konopaske [24] states that performance results from work related to organizational goals such as quality, efficiency and other effectiveness criteria. Almost similar to Setiaji and Lo's [25] statements performance results from a process referenced and measured over a certain period based on predefined conditions or agreements. According Robbins [26] performance is a function of the interaction between ability, motivation and opportunity, which means efficiently doing effective work. If performance is seen from work behavior, then what is assessed is the behavior of employees in carrying out their obligations that contribute positively or negatively to fulfilling company goals. Employee performance is also said to be an action, an achievement, or a show of one's skills in doing their work. Another opinion, according to Luthans [27] performance is the quantity or quality of something produced or a service rendered by someone doing the work. The level of employee performance measures an organization's efficiency and effectiveness in achieving predetermined goals [28]. Improving employee performance will also affect the performance of the organization where the employee works to achieve the predetermined organizational goals [28].

Hasibuan [29] it results from a person's work in carrying out his duties on ability, effort and opportunity. Hasibuan also explained that performance is the result of work achieved by a person in carrying out the tasks assigned to him based on ability, experience, sincerity and time. Furthermore, Hasibuan revealed that performance is a combination of three important factors, namely the ability and interest of a worker, the ability and acceptance of the explanation of task delegation and the role and level of motivation of workers. If the performance of each individual or employee is good, the company's performance is expected to be good as well. Another opinion expressed by Sutrisno [30] performance is a person's success in carrying out tasks, work results that a person or group of people can achieve in a company following their respective authorities and responsibilities or how a person is expected to function and behave following the tasks that have been assigned to him and the quantity,
quality and time used in carrying out duties.

2.3 Motivation
Motivation comes from the Latin movere, which means to move. According to Zainal [31] within Afrina [32] work motivation is a set of attitudes and values that influence individuals to achieve specific things according to individual goals, whereas, Sukardi and Purwanto [33] suggests that work motivation is the process that drives a person to perform a series of activities that lead to achieving a specific goal. Motivation is generally a function of equity in social exchange based on equity theory. With an understanding of organizational correctness, employees can be actively involved. Motivation relates to the drive that exists in humans, both internal and external, to increase the potential within themselves to provide the best performance for the company [34] experts' opinions on work motivation vary greatly from one point of view. According to Senen et al. [35] motivation is a factor that encourages a person to do a certain activity. Therefore motivation is often interpreted as a driving factor for one's behavior. Every activity carried out by someone must have a factor that encourages the activity. The motivating factor of a person to do a certain activity, in general, is the need.

Achievement motivation is one of the determinants that can influence individual behavior to encourage the individual to achieve a desired advantage. Aspects that affect achievement motivation are choosing tasks with a moderate difficulty level, responsibility for their performance, requiring feedback, and being creative-innovative. Motivation is a psychological process that reflects the interaction between attitudes, needs, perceptions and decisions that occur in a person [36]. And motivation as a psychological process arises due to factors within a person himself called intrinsic or factors from outside called extrinsic [37]. Factors from within a person can be in the form of personality, attitudes, experience and education, or different expectations and ideals that reach into the future. In contrast, various factors can cause factors outside the self, which can be due to the influence of leaders, colleagues or other factors that are very complex. Still, intrinsic and external motivation factors arise because there are stimuli [38]. Based on the understandings put forward by some experts about the understanding of motivation above, it can be concluded that the understanding of motivation is a condition or condition that encourages, stimulates or moves a person to do something or various activities he does, namely to achieve a goal.

2.3 Training
Training according to Mangkunegara [22] that training is an effort to improve employee performance in his current job or other jobs he will hold immediately. For employees to be ready to be placed in certain fields of work, it is necessary first to attend training. Ready in the sense of being able to work and willing to comply with all regulations set by the company. Training is a process to improve the quality of human resources or employees owned. The expected improvement is increased knowledge, improved skills and improved behavior, where quality improvement results are aimed at achieving organizational goals. New employees need additional knowledge to carry out their duties well, namely through soft and hard competency training. In addition to increasing the knowledge of prospective employees who enter the training is to change the behavior of employees who have been not good.
And, of course, in the end, it is to learn more about the scope of work he faces. According Kasmir [21] training is a process to form and equip employees by increasing their skills, abilities, knowledge and behavior. Training is a process to form and equip employees by adding skills, abilities, knowledge and behavior, so that work can be completed more quickly and effectively and can be done rationally [39]. By being given training, employees will gain special knowledge and be able to practice skills that can later be used in work [40]. From the definition above, training is a facility companies provide to learn work related to employees' knowledge, expertise and behavior. This means that to increase the knowledge, expertise and behavior of employees, it can be done through training which, of course, has been planned by the company beforehand. However, not everyone can participate in training because it requires certain requirements. Therefore only employees whose energy is needed by the company must be included in the training.

2.4 Competence
According Spencer and Spencer [41] within Malik and Mahyul [42] suggests that competence refers to the underlying characteristics of behavior that describe motives, personal characteristics (traits), self-concept, values, knowledge or skills that a superior performer brings to the workplace. According Kravetz [43] within Benjamin et al. [44] they mention that competence is something that a person demonstrates at work every day. The focus is on workplace behavior, not personality traits or basic skills outside or within the workplace. [45] Competency is defined as a set of high-performance measurement processes as if the organization's skills, knowledge, attitudes, employee behavior, and capabilities offer a sustainable competitive advantage. Competence includes doing something, not just passive knowledge. An employee may be clever, but intelligence is only useful if they translate their intelligence into effective workplace behavior [46]. So competence is more than just knowing what to do. In general, competence can be understood as a combination of skills, personal attributes, and knowledge reflected through job behavior that can be observed, measured and evaluated [47]. In some literature, competencies are often divided into two types: soft competency or competencies closely related to the ability to manage work processes and relationships between people and build interactions with others [48]. From some of these understandings, competence is a mastery of abilities, skills, values, and attitudes that must be possessed, lived, and mastered by employees from education, training, and experience to carry out their work professionally.

2.5 Hypothesis Development
The existence of training organized by the company will improve competence to support the company's success, which is in line with the understanding of training, according to Mangkunegara [22] That training is an effort to improve employee performance in their current job or other jobs. Job training aims to equip someone with knowledge, skills, and attitudes for daily organizational tasks or activities [49]. Thus, through knowledge and skills and attitudes obtained through training, an employee or member of the organization can be more confident in facing the problems faced in carrying out his duties [50]. Based on research conducted by Ameen and Batool [51] shows that training has a positive and significant effect on employee performance. In addition, research conducted by Kuruppu et al. [52], Niati et al. [53], Hanayanti and Ikhawan [54] It also said that training positively and significantly
Affects employee performance. Based on this description, the hypotheses built in this study are:

**Hypothesis 1. Training has a positive and significant effect on work performance**

\[ \eta_2 = \gamma_1 \xi_1 + \varsigma_2 \] ................................................................. (1)

According Raharjo et al. [55] It is said that training has a close relationship with motivation. The provision of training affects employee motivation because after attending training, employees have skills and are skilled in doing the tasks given by the agency with a heavier task weight, so the attitude of employees is better in accepting tasks and enthusiastic in doing tasks. Cheema et al. [56] states that training can motivate workers to commit and that motivation will lead to higher levels of retention. [57] Training is one aspect of employee development that is useful for improving the ability of human resources so that they can improve the standard of living for themselves and others [58]. Training is an activity to improve the knowledge and skills of employees to carry out certain jobs. According Niati et al. [59] It is said that training has a close relationship with motivation. The provision of training affects employee motivation because after attending training, employees have skills and are skilled in doing the tasks given by the agency with a heavier task weight, so the attitude of employees is better in accepting tasks and enthusiastic in doing tasks. Based on research conducted by Nurrizka [60] Shows that training has a positive and significant effect on employee motivation. In addition, research conducted by Arafat et al. [61] and Efendi [62] It also said that training has a positive and significant effect on motivation. Based on this description, the hypotheses built in this study are:

**Hypothesis 2. Training has a positive and significant effect on motivation**

\[ \eta_1 = \gamma_2 \xi_2 + \zeta_1 \] ......................................................................................... (2)

The increase in employee competence will significantly affect the performance of employees and the company in achieving predetermined targets, which is supported by the understanding of competence, according to Malik and Mahyul [42] This suggests that competence refers to the underlying characteristics of behavior that describe motives, personal characteristics (characteristics), self-concept, values, knowledge or skills that a superior performer brings to the workplace. Gunadi and Trisniarty [63] Provide opinions on competence as a basic characteristic of personnel that is a determining factor for the success or failure of a person in performing a job in a particular situation. Pianda [64] it is opening competence as a form of character that is the basis of one's work to increase the effectiveness of individual performance as an individual causal relationship with work references set by the company. Superior and adequate competence is needed for a company to achieve its corporate goals. When viewed from its definition, the term competence contains the notion of positive character and relationship with positive character and relationship with positive behavior (a kind of service performance). Setyabudi et al. [65] defines a person's competence as skills, abilities, or characteristics associated with high performance in the workplace, such as problem-solving, analytical thinking, and leadership. Based on research conducted by Sofiyah et al. [66] demonstrating competence has a positive and significant effect on employee performance. In addition, research conducted by Syahrir et al. [67], Widagdo et al. [68], Fitriah et al. [69] it also said that competence...
positively and significantly affects employee performance. Based on this description, the hypotheses built in this study are:

**Hypothesis 3. Competency has a positive and significant effect on work performance**

\[ \eta_2 = \gamma_3 \xi_2 + \varsigma_2 \]

In general, companies expect their employees to have high work competence because by having high work competence, employees will feel confident and encouraged to work well. Competency indicates the characteristics of knowledge and skills possessed by each individual that enable them to perform their duties and responsibilities effectively and raise the standard of professional quality in their work [70]. Companies generally expect their employees to have high work motivation so that employees always have the drive to achieve company goals. Motivation is a factor that encourages a person to do a certain activity; therefore, motivation is often interpreted as a motivating factor for one's behavior [35]. Motivation is the driving force that causes a member of the organization to be willing and willing to take time to carry out various activities to become his responsibility and fulfill his obligations to achieve the organization's goals and various predetermined objectives [71]. Competence is a basic trait of a person related to effectively or very successfully implementing a job [72]. This certainly triggers employees' motivation to do a good job. Based on research conducted by Napisa et al. [73] shows that competence has a positive and significant effect on employee motivation. In addition, research conducted by Hakim [74], Sari [75], Zulvia and Gustilia [76] It is also said that competence positively and significantly affects motivation. Based on this description, the hypotheses built in this study are:

**Hypothesis 4. Competence has a positive and significant effect on motivation**

\[ \eta_1 = \gamma_4 \xi_2 + \varsigma_1 \]

Work motivation is a force in people that influences the direction, intensity and perseverance of one's voluntary behavior to do work [77]. Meanwhile, according to Samadara et al. [78] work motivation is the desire to act. Everyone can be motivated by several different forces. Work motivation results from internal and external forces that cause workers to choose the appropriate action and use certain behaviors [79]. Motivation is generally related to goals, while organizational goals include work-related behavior. Motivation can be formulated as a condition or action that encourages a person to do a job or activity as much as possible and produce [80]. Motivation is also one of the very important factors in increasing enthusiasm for work [81]. Motivation comes from the Latin word "movere," which means drive or driving force [82]. Employee performance according to Hidayat et al. [83] able to increase work targets, complete work on time, create innovation in completing work, create creativity in completing work, and minimize work errors. Based on research that Mardiana has done et al. [84] shows motivation has a positive and significant effect on employee performance. In addition, research conducted by Rivaldo [85], Pratama and Riana [86], Umar dan Norawati [77] Also said, that Motivation has a positive and significant effect on employee performance. Based on this description, the hypotheses built in this study are:
Hypothesis 5. Motivation has a positive and significant effect on work performance

\[ \eta_2 = \beta_1 \eta_1 + \varsigma_2 \] ................................................................. (5)

Hypothesis 6. Motivation mediates the relationship between training and work performance

\[ \eta_2 = \gamma_2 \xi_1 + \beta_1 \eta_1 + \varsigma_2 \] ................................................................. (6)

Hypothesis 7. Motivation mediates the relationship between employee competence and performance

\[ \eta_2 = \gamma_4 \xi_2 + \beta_1 \eta_1 + \varsigma_2 \] ................................................................. (7)

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Research Design

The research method used in this study is quantitative because, according to [87] Quantitative methods are carried out with research data in numbers and analyzed using statistics. Then, this research is causality research (cause and effect research), known as explanatory research (explanatory research), conducted to identify the level and nature of cause-and-effect relationships. According to Saunders et al. [87], causal research is research that explains the causal relationship between independent variables and dependent variables. This study consists of 2 independent variables, namely employee motivation and performance, with 2 dependent variables, namely training and competence.
Figure 1 shows the following model with notation adapted from Putra [88]. The notation used in this study was ξ (indicating exogenous latent); η (indicates latent endogenous), β (indicates the path coefficient of the endogenous variable to the endogenous variable); γ (indicates the path coefficient of an exogenous variable to an endogenous variable); x (indicates the manifest measurement variable of the latent exogenous variable); y (indicates the manifest measurement variable of the latent endogenous variable); ς (indicates the residual of the latent endogenous variable). Thus, the proposed model is divided into two structural equation models as follows:

**Structural Equation I:**  \[ \eta_1 = \gamma_2 \xi_1 + \gamma_4 \xi_2 + \varsigma_1 \]

**Structural Equation II:**  \[ \eta_2 = \gamma_1 \xi_1 + \gamma_2 \xi_2 + \beta_1 \eta_1 + \varsigma_2 \]

### 3.3 Operational Variable and Item Scale Development

Exogenous variables in this study consisted of training and competence. The training variable (ξ1) in this study is defined as a process to form and equip employees in the Asset Management Center (AMC) by adding skills, abilities, knowledge and behavior to complete work more quickly, effectively and rationally. Where this variable is measured using 5 indicators (i.e., x₁, x₂...) adapted from Mangkunegara [22]. Next, the competency variable (ξ₂) in this research is defined as the characteristics that underlie employee behavior in the Asset Management Center (AMC) which describes the motives, personal characteristics (traits), self-concept, values, knowledge or expertise that a superior performer brings to the workplace. Where this variable is measured using 4 indicators (i.e. x₆, x₇...) Adapted from Nugraha et al. [89]. Meanwhile, endogenous variables in this study consisted of employee motivation and performance. The motivation variable (η₁) is defined as the drive that exists in employees in the Asset Management Center (AMC) both internal and external, to increase the potential within themselves to provide the best performance for the company. Where this variable is measured using 6 indicators (i.e., y₁, y₂...) adapted from Fibriati et al. [90]. Furthermore, the employee performance variable (η₂) is defined as the internal and external encouragement in the Asset Management Center (AMC) to increase the potential within themselves to provide the best performance for the company. Where this variable is measured using 14 indicators (i.e., y₇, y₈,...) adapted from Widodo et al. [91].

### 3.4 Population and Sample

This data was obtained from questionnaires distributed online to research subjects, namely Asset Management Center (AMC) employees totaling 102 respondents. From 102 research data, it can be seen that the majority of respondents' gender is dominated by the "Male" gender, with as many as 63 respondents (62%). It can be concluded that the majority of respondents have male gender. For age, it can be seen that the majority of respondents ages are dominated by the age of "21 - 30 years," with as many as 64 respondents (63%). It can be concluded that the majority of respondents have the age of 21 – 30 years. In terms of education, the majority of respondents ages are dominated by the last education, "Bachelor (S1)," as many as 77 respondents (75%). It can be concluded that most respondents' final education is Bachelor's (S1). Regarding length of work, most respondents were dominated by the...
length of work for "1 – 3 years" as many as 80 respondents (78%). It can be concluded that most respondents working time is for 1-3 years.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Data Normality Evaluation
To test the normality of the data distribution used in the analysis, researchers use statistical tests provided in the Partial Least Square program, namely the outer model test. According to Hair et al [92] assessing the normality assumption is fulfilled if the Critical Value (Skewness) value is less than the value of ±2.00 and the kurtosis value is not more than 7. Based on the test results, it can be seen that there is no value number in the Skewness column greater than ±2.00 or a kurtosis value of more than 7. Therefore, it can be said that there is no evidence that the distribution of this data is abnormal. Thus in testing the data for SEM modeling seen in the test, there is no evidence that the data used are abnormally distributed. Therefore, the normality assumption has been met, and this data is feasible for use in subsequent estimates.

4.2 Outer Model Evaluation
Evaluation of the measurement model or outer model is carried out to assess the validity and reliability of the model. The research measurement model in PLS-SEM is an outer model of relationships between indicators and latent variables [88], [93]–[97]. According Hair et al. [98], to assess convergent validity, the loading factor value must be more than 0.70. But according to Henseler et al. [99], the loading factor of a reflective indicator can be considered a good measure of a latent variable if it is above 0.50 (the loading factor of a reflective indicator > 0.50). So the decision that can be taken for the outer loadings acceptance limit is between 0.60. Furthermore, the analysis continued by looking at the average variance extracted (AVE) value to test convergent validity with a cut-off value above 0.50. Based on the validity testing results, we found that all items have loadings values above 0.7 and p-values below 0.05. Therefore, the indicators in the model are valid. Another method to see convergent validity is to see that the average variance extracted (AVE) must be greater than 0.5 recommended; This ratio implies that latent variables have accounted for more than 50% of the variants of reflective indicators. AVE is only relevant for reflective measurement models.

Figure 2: Distribution of Respondents
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Item(s)</th>
<th>Loadings</th>
<th>Cronbach's alpha</th>
<th>Composite reliability (rho_a)</th>
<th>Composite reliability (rho_c)</th>
<th>Average variance extracted (AVE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>X1.1</td>
<td>0.790</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>0.876</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>0.661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X1.2</td>
<td>0.817</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X1.3</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X1.4</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X1.5</td>
<td>0.790</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competence</td>
<td>X2.1</td>
<td>0.857</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>0.757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X2.2</td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X2.3</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X2.4</td>
<td>0.847</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>Y1.1</td>
<td>0.860</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>0.792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y1.2</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y1.3</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y1.4</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y1.5</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y1.6</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Performance</td>
<td>Y2.1</td>
<td>0.784</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.973</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>0.734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y2.2</td>
<td>0.825</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y2.3</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y2.4</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y2.5</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y2.6</td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y2.7</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Variable | Item(s) | Loadings | Cronbach's alpha | Composite reliability (rho_a) | Composite reliability (rho_c) | Average variance extracted (AVE)
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Y2.8 | | 0.864 | | | | |
Y2.9 | | 0.885 | | | | |
Y2.10 | | 0.897 | | | | |
Y2.11 | | 0.923 | | | | |
Y2.12 | | 0.872 | | | | |
Y2.13 | | 0.862 | | | | |
Y2.14 | | 0.803 | | | | |

The test results show that all values have met the testing requirements of the loading factor value and average variance extracted (AVE) above 0.50, so it can be said to be valid and used to measure each latent variable. Since there are no problems with convergent validity, the next step tested is the problem related to discriminant validity for each construct with the correlation value between the constitutions in the model [100]. This method is often referred to as Fornell Larcker Criterion, HTMT and Cross Loadings. Nevertheless, according to Henseler et al. [101] the Fornell Larcker Criterion fails to identify discriminant validity in most major cases. To that end, Henseler et al., (2015) suggests assessing discriminatory validity using the heteroit-monotrait ratio of correlations (HTMT). A bootstrapping procedure with a re-sample of 5000 is performed to obtain a confidence interval (CI) value less than or equal to 1.00 to identify no discriminatory validity problems. [99]. In this study, it was found that the confidence interval (CI) value of both 5.0% and 95.0% of each dimension of the variable value less than or equal to 1.00 can be seen in the table below, so it is concluded that each supporting indicator does not have discriminant validity problems.

Testing discriminant validity, reflective indicators can also be seen in cross-loading between indicators and their constructs. An indicator is valid if it has a loading factor to another construct. Thus, latent constructs predict indicators in their blocks better than in others. Thus, latent constructs predict indicators in their blocks better compared to indicators in other blocks [98]. The table above shows that the loading value on each intended construct is greater than the loading value with other constructs. It can be concluded that all existing indicators are valid, and there are no problems with discriminant validity. After the indicators have been evaluated for validity, the next stage is to evaluate the reliability of each latent construct using Cronbach's alpha and composite reliability values. Cronbach's alpha and composite reliability grades can be considered to ensure the reliability of PLS construction scores, as defined in Dijkstra and Henseler. [100] tshat composite reliability is over 0.7, and Cronbach's alpha is over 0.6. We find all constructs have acceptable reliability.
4.3 Inner Model Evaluation
After the estimated model meets the criteria of validity and reliability, we then test the structural model. This evaluation aims to predict the relationship between latent variables. Ramayah et al. [102] suggest looking at the value of Inner VIF, coefficient of determination, model suitability and predictive relevance to assess structural (inner model). We use the inner VIF value to assess multicollinearity in structural models. Our study found no perfect or large correlation among independent variables. The correlation value between observed variables (VIF) has been less than 10.00, as recommended by Hair et al [98] the method used to test the occurrence of multicollinearity can be seen from the variable correlation matrix generated through the VIF value.

The evaluation of the coefficient of determination value showed that the exogenous variable could explain the endogenous variable of motivation by 60.3% (0.603). In contrast, other exogenous variables outside this study explained the rest. Meanwhile, the variable construct of employee performance in this study is 0.973. The results showed that the exogenous variable could explain the endogenous variable of employee performance by 97.3%, while other exogenous variables outside this study explained the rest. Next, we evaluated structural models' predictive relevance (Q²), measuring how well observational values were generated. If the Q² value has a value greater than zero for a given endogenous latent variable, the PLS path model has predictive relevance for that construct [98]. The evaluation of the fit model in this study was carried out using two test values, including standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) and normal fit index (NFI) proposed by Ramayah et al. [102] that the model will be considered a good fit if the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) value is below 0.10 [98].

4.4 Hypothesis Testing
This hypothesis testing phase is carried out after the structural model evaluation stage. This stage is carried out to determine whether the research hypothesis proposed in the research model is accepted or rejected. To test the proposed hypothesis, the value of the path coefficient and the value of the T-Statistic through the bootstrapping procedure can be seen. The training factor (ξ1) did not directly influence employee performance (η2). Where the effect between training (ξ1) on employee performance (η2) has a path coefficient of 0.011 which is close to +1, a T-Statistic value of 4.74 (>1.96), and a p-value of 0.636 (>0.05), so it can be concluded that the first hypothesis (H1) is rejected and training (ξ1) does not affect employee performance (η2), from these results, it can be concluded that the higher the training (ξ1), the performance of employees (η1) does not increase by 0.011. Furthermore, training (ξ1) directly influenced motivation (η1). Where the effect between training (ξ1) on motivation (η1) has a path coefficients value of 0.306 which is close to a value of +1, a T-Statistic value of 3.423 (>1.96), and a p-value of 0.001 (<0.05), so it can be concluded that the second hypothesis (H2) is accepted and training (ξ1) has a positive and significant effect on motivation (η1).
The competency factor ($\xi_2$) was found to have an influence on employee performance ($\eta_2$) where the influence between competence ($\xi_2$) on employee performance ($\eta_2$) has a path coefficients value of 0.169 which is close to +1, T-Statistic value 4.596 (>1.96), and p-value 0.000 (<0.05), so it can be concluded that the third hypothesis (H3) is accepted and competence ($\xi_2$) affects employee performance ($\eta_2$). Furthermore, competence ($\xi_2$) was found to influence motivation directly ($Y_1$), where the influence between competence ($\xi_1$) on motivation ($\eta_2$) has a path coefficients value of 0.527 which is close to the value of +1, a T-Statistic value of 5.708 (>1.96), and a p-value of 0.000 (<0.05), so it can be concluded that the fourth hypothesis (H4) is accepted and competence ($\xi_2$) has a positive and significant effect on motivation ($\eta_1$). In addition, motivation ($\eta_1$) was found to influence employee performance ($\eta_2$). Where the influence between motivation ($Y_1$) on employee performance ($Y_2$) has a path coefficients value of 0.846 which is close to +1, T-Statistic value 27.344 (>1.96), and p-value 0.000 (<0.05), so it can be concluded that the fifth hypothesis (H5) is accepted and motivation ($\eta_1$)
has a positive and significant effect on employee performance ($\eta_2$).

Table 3: Hypothesis Testing

| Direct Effect                              | Original sample (O) | T statistics ($|O/STDEV|$) | P values | Hypothesis Conclusion |
|--------------------------------------------|---------------------|-----------------------------|----------|-----------------------|
| Training $\rightarrow$ Work Performance    | 0.011               | 0.474                       | 0.636    | H1                    |
| Training $\rightarrow$ Motivation          | 0.306               | 3.423                       | 0.001    | H2                    |
| Competence $\rightarrow$ Work Performance  | 0.169               | 4.596                       | 0.000    | H3                    |
| Competence $\rightarrow$ Motivation        | 0.527               | 5.708                       | 0.000    | H4                    |
| Motivation $\rightarrow$ Work Performance  | 0.846               | 27.344                      | 0.000    | H5                    |

| Indirect Effect                            | Original sample (O) | T statistics ($|O/STDEV|$) | P values | Hypothesis Conclusion |
|--------------------------------------------|---------------------|-----------------------------|----------|-----------------------|
| Training $\rightarrow$ Motivation $\rightarrow$ Work Performance | 0.259 | 3.503 | 0.000 | H6 Full Mediation |
| Competence $\rightarrow$ Motivation $\rightarrow$ Work Performance | 0.446 | 5.402 | 0.000 | H7 Partial Mediation |

Furthermore, the mediating role of motivation ($\eta_1$) was tested in this study. Where motivation ($\eta_1$) was found to influence its role as a full mediation between training ($\xi_1$) and employee performance ($\eta_2$). Based on the test results on the indirect effect between training ($\xi_1$) on employee performance ($\eta_2$) through motivation ($\eta_1$) has a path coefficients value of 0.259 which is close to +1, T-Statistic value of 3.503 (>1.96), and p-value 0.000 (<0.05), so it can be concluded that the sixth hypothesis (H6) is accepted and motivation ($\eta_1$) mediates the relationship between training ($\xi_1$) which does not affect employee performance ($\eta_1$) in direct relationships. For this reason, it can be concluded that with the motivation factor ($\eta_1$), the training factor ($\xi_1$) will have an effect in improving employee performance ($\eta_2$). It was previously found that the training factor ($\xi_1$) did not improve employee performance ($\eta_2$). Motivation ($\eta_1$) was found to influence its role as a partial mediation between competence ($\xi_2$) and employee performance ($\eta_2$). Based on the test results on the indirect effect between competence ($\xi_2$) on employee performance ($\eta_2$) through motivation ($\eta_1$) has a path coefficients value of 0.446 which is close to +1, T-Statistic value 5.402 (>1.96), and p-value 0.000 (<0.05), so it can be concluded that the seventh hypothesis (H7) is accepted and motivation ($\eta_1$) mediates the relationship between competence ($\xi_2$) which has a positive and significant effect on
employee performance ($\eta_2$) in direct relationships. For this reason, it can be concluded that with the presence or absence of motivation factors ($\eta_1$), competency factors ($\xi_2$) will still affect improving employee performance ($\eta_2$). It was previously found that the competency factor ($\xi_2$) positively and significantly improved employee performance ($\eta_2$).

5. CONCLUSION
This research found that training is only able to encourage employee performance indirectly. This is because Management Center (AMC) staff generally have yet to maximize participation in the training provided. Training carried out optimally will positively impact the company, so the results of the training obtained cannot be maximally implemented and directly do not improve employee performance. The results of this study contradict the findings of previous studies where Alkhwaldi and Abdulmuhsin [103], [104] found that training had a significant effect on employee performance. Furthermore, training encourages the achievement of motivation. This is because the Management Center (AMC) staff, generally, can be said to have maximized participation in the training provided. Training has been carried out optimally to positively impact the company so that the results of the training obtained can be maximally implemented and directly increase motivation. Findings from previous studies where Arafat et al. [61] supports the results in this study and Efendi [62] found that training had a significant effect on motivation.

Competency encourages the achievement of employee performance. This is because Management Center (AMC) staff generally have experience and competent skills. Employee experience can support work so that the skills can improve and directly improve employee performance. Findings from previous studies where Syahrir et al [67] supports the results in this study, Widagdo et al. [68], Fitriah et al. [69] found that competence has a significant effect on employee performance. Meanwhile, competence was found to encourage the achievement of motivation. This is because Management Center (AMC) staff generally have good skills and knowledge. Employee skills and knowledge can facilitate the tasks and work assigned to employees so that work targets can be completed on time and directly increase motivation. Findings from previous studies where Hakim supports the results in this study [74], Sari [75], Zulvia and Gustilia [76] found that competence had a significant effect on motivation.

Motivation drives the achievement of employee performance. This is because Management Center (AMC) staff generally have a structured and clear work plan. The work plan is a process to achieve an achievement so that the company's achievements can increase and directly improve employee performance. The results in this study are supported by findings from previous studies where Alkhwaldi and Abdulmuhsin [103], [104] found that motivation has a significant effect on employee performance. Furthermore, this study found that training encourages the achievement of employee performance with motivation that also drives its role as a full mediator. This proves that the efforts made by the Management Center (AMC) to improve training can improve employee performance, with motivation that plays a role. Findings from previous studies where Pairi et al. [105] supports the results in this study, Parashakti et al. [106], Sumbogo and Diposumarto [107] Motivation is a mediating
variable in the relationship between training and employee performance. In addition, competence encourages the achievement of employee performance with motivation that also encourages its role as partial mediation. This proves that the efforts made by the Management Center (AMC) to improve competence can improve employee performance, with motivation that plays a role. Findings from previous studies where Mardiana [105] supports the results in this study, [107] motivation is a mediating variable in the relationship between competence and employee performance.

Following the findings described earlier, suggestions can be proposed to improve the training and competence of Asset Management Center (AMC) staff. To improve employee motivation and performance, Management Center (AMC). It can focus on important factors or determinants ranging from those with the largest effect to the smallest sequentially, namely competence in the first order and training in the next. It is expected that employee motivation and performance will increase by focusing on the above strategies. Management Center (AMC) can improve the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and experience of staff so that in carrying out their duties and responsibilities, they can support their work that has met the requirements in attending previous training. The study also had some limitations. First, this study focuses on training and competence at the Management Center (AMC) staff, with the topic chosen to take an approach around employee motivation and performance. Second, this study only took units of analysis in one division with a limited number of respondents. For future research, add other approach models to get even better results. In addition, in this study, respondents only mentioned Management Center (AMC) staff without specifically mentioning where in the next study. It can be expanded regarding respondent segmentation by expanding the population area. This study examines aspects of the influence of motivational mediation, from the results was found to be quite satisfactory results because one of the relationships supports the hypothesis that has been proposed previously, but this also shows how big the role of mediation of motivational variables is in this research model. Future studies should examine the proposed model on actual employee performance. In this study, training and competencies are used to explain the performance of employees of the Management Center (AMC) staff, which serves as a suggestion for future research so that other factors can be adopted to replace, combine or improve the research model.
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